
Strong, sharp, dependable.

Built to perform.

A versatile hunting knife.

• This versatile hunting knife with its drop 
point design and sharp blade is available in           
Double-D®- or straight-edge. Wide belly is       
perfect for slicing. Includes a leather sheath      
designed to safely store and carry your knife 
and strap it to your belt for convenience.

• Moose, deer, wild boar, turkey - it doesn't   
matter. This American-made knife can tackle 
them all. The high-carbon, stainless steel 
blade will stay sharp and resist rust. The      
comfortable soft-grip handle is designed to 
give you a sure grip for maximum control. 
Simply put, if you like hunting, you will love 
this knife.

• Performance is what comes to mind with this 
dependable hunting knife. American-made 
and backed by The Forever Guarantee, the 
high-carbon, stainless steel blade will stay 
sharp and resist rust through all of the rigors 
of field dressing and skinning. The comfort-
able soft-grip handle is designed to give you 
a sure grip for maximum control. Make this 
knife your own by choosing a Double-D®- 
or straight-edge, as well as handle color in 
Orange or Black.

I received this knife as a gift from my 

in-laws and was somewhat skeptical 

as to how it would perform on big 

game. Couldn't be happier. I've cleaned 

3 deer now and it's still going. An 

added benefit is the knife's ability  to 

cut through the bone.

  - Online reviewer

Product Brief

Drop Point
Hunting Knife 
Item #5718

Why the Drop Point Hunting Knife?

Use to:
• Field dress and skin small to big game.
• Perform general chores at camp.
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American-Made Knives.
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Drop point
A slow, convex-curved drop 

designed for control and 
added strength.

Exclusive Double-D® edge
A series of three recessed cutting 

edges make a smooth, clean cut with 
less pressure. Points protect blade to 

retain sharpness.

 Optional: 
 Straight edge
 30-degree angle and 
 ultra-sharp edge for 
 smooth cutting.

High-carbon, 
stainless steel

Holds a sharp edge while 
maintaining its beauty. Resists rust 

and corrosion.

Ergonomically 
designed handle

Secure fit - large or small, left or right 
hands. Comfortable, sure-grip handle 

helps reduce fatigue and provides a 
sure grip for safety and control.

Full tang
Provides strength and balance 

with the blade extending the 
full length of the handle.

Handle material
Thermoplastic elastomer 

reinforced with polypropylene.
I have had many other knives both straight 

and serrated but this one takes the cake. While 

everyone else is sharpening theirs this one keeps 

on cutting. This would be the one knife I wouldn't 

give up. Have cleaned 6 deer, 2 bear, and a couple 

of pigs and still feels brand new. Keep up the good 

work Cutco. 

  - Online reviewer
Handle color available in Black or Orange.

Blade can be engraved.
Includes leather sheath.

Design, 
Material &   
Craftsmanship

Drop Point Hunting Knife
#5718
Blade length: 4-1/2"
Overall length: 9-1/4"
Weight:  5 oz.

Special Manufacturing Steps

For additional Cutco Products, visit www.cutco.com

Stamped Blade
Advancements in steel technology allow for a 
more uniform grain structure in high-quality steel 
that can be stamped. Superior steel along with 
proper heat treating results in a knife that's dura-
ble, flexible and able to hold a sharp edge.
Heat Treat Process
A unique three-step process of extreme heat, 
deep freezing and tempering that makes the 
blade hard yet flexible, stain resistant and able to 
hold a sharp edge.
High-Speed Buffing
The edge is buffed in this extra step, taking it 
from sharp to razor sharp.
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